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Congratulations!

Andrea Miglani has joined our SMH ED Clinical Leadership Team. Andrea will be complementing our clinical operations team through work on patient flow, helping ensure that our patients receive their care as timely as possible while maintaining a safe environment.

Director of Toxicology Timothy Wiegand and Pediatric Emergency Medicine Fellow Minh-Tu Do were awarded the American College of Medical Toxicology Medical Toxicology Foundation Practice Award for their submission “Comparison of clearance recommendations between medical toxicology bedside consult and poison center protocol-based direction.” The award will fund the project and allow for travel to and presentation at the American College of Medical Toxicology (ACMT) Annual Conference. This project was developed to fulfill some of the requirements of Dr. Do’s MPH and researcher requirements.

Presentations

EM Research had quite the presence at the Annual APHA (American Public Health Association) meeting in Chicago, IL.

Courtney Jones, Timmy Li, and Martina Anto-Ocrah represented us in their presentations. Also, Erin Wasserman, who recently completed her PhD, was awarded the Best Student Presentation Award for the second year in a row!

Oral Presentations: Courtney Jones - National Epidemiology of Recreational Ice Skating Injuries Presenting to US Emergency Departments as well as The Effect of Advanced Patient Age on EMS Provider Clinical Judgment in the Field Triage of Injured Patients.
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Adams, Vollman were both previous EM pharmacists and Leventhal was a previous EM medical resident